
COPPERHEAD KILLER BEERS 
COPPERHEAD TASTING PADDLE - $14 – top 5 beers listed 600ml 

          POT  SCH              PINT
                   285ml  425ml               570ml 

COOROY LAGER  4.8%      7.00  10.00  12.00 
Our lager has a light, bread quality. A refreshing & thirst-quenching summer drink! 
 

RASPBERRY & OATMEAL  SOUR  3.1%               8.50  12.00  13.50 
A kettle sour refers to a beer soured in the brew kettle using lactobacillus to turn the sugars  
into lactic acid before the fermentation process, giving it a nice tartness and dry finish. We then add a 
generous amount of raspberry to give fruit balance. The oatmeal adds creaminess to the beer.   
    

AMERICAN PALE ALE  5.00%     7.00  10.00  12.00 
Our American Pale is the baby brother to our IPA. We use the exact same hops                   
(Cascade, Centennial, Simcoe, Amarillo) to give the classic grapefruit and piney flavours.                      
It is easy drinking and refreshing, with great depth of flavour. 
 

IRISH RED ALE 4.5%       7.00  10.00  12.00 
Malt sweetness, dried fruits, ruby red colour, berry finish. 

MILK STOUT  4.8       7.50  11.00  13.00 
Features the roasted characters that you would expect from a good stout but with the addition of Lactose 
that give a sweet espresso flavour to the dark malts and provides a smoother more rounded finish. 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

COPPER MID  3.5%      6.50  9.50  11.50 
It takes it roots from an English Pale Ale however uses only American hops that provide the traditional 
earthy and spiciness of the English varieties except with an added beautiful grapefruit & lemon flavour.  

SESSION ALE  4.0%      6.50  9.50  11.50 
As the name suggests the beer is very ‘sessionable’, a beer to drink all day long. Easy on the palate with 
smooth citrus and mild tropical fruits. Dry finish.  

SUMMER ALE  4.2%      7.00  10.00  12.00  
A delicious easy drinking refreshing ale brewed using different varieties of hops each year         
that best suits summer drinking.   

BELGIAN STRONG ALE  7.6%     8.50  12.00  13.50 
Fruity & complex with spicy tines from the Belgian yeast. High in alcohol but easy drinking – can be a 
devil of a beer, surprising one with wabbly legs after a couple! 

RED IPA  6.0%              7.50  11.00  13.00 
A hybrid of an American IPA and red ale, the red gives the IPA a lovely red colour and deeper malted 
characters. The bitterness from the red sits well with the tropical citrus from the IPA hops. 
 
ROGUE IPA 6.8%       8.50  12.00  13.50 
Davy, our brewer, was told by the owner that we don’t need to brew an IPA. He went rogue and brewed 
one anyway. The result was a traditional American style IPA with big hop presence and great supporting 
malts. The bitterness of the hops is well integrated with the tropical & floral flavours. 
 
PILSNER 5.0%       7.00  10.00  12.00 
Traditional European style pilsner, light and floral.   

GINGER BEER  3.8%      6.50  9.50  11.50 
Brewed like a beer, we use the sugar in the malted barley as the base, creating a complex character.  
The malt provides a rounded mouth feel with a slight bready characteristic and a peppery, ginger finish.                              
 
ENGLISH IPA  5.9%      7.50  11.00  13.00 
Different from its American counterpart, this style strikes a balance between malt and hops for a more 
rounded flavour. A nice caramel profile is complemented by the earthy and floral English hops with a 
mild fruity finish provided by the English ale yeast. 
 

CHECK OUR FRIDGE FOR TAKEAWAY TALLIES! 


